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About Me

- Mobile App development since 1997 (for PalmOS)
- Mobile Security since 1998 2001 (hard to tell)
- Touched: PalmOS, J2ME, S40, Windows Mobile, Symbian, Android, iOS
- Worked a lot on MMS (2005-2006) and SMS (2009-2011) security
- Involved in several books on smartphone security
- Worked at mobile device manufacturers
- Worked on mobile app security team
- I find and report issues to device/OS/app manufacturers

*monthly mobile security news post: https://mulliner.org/blog*
Books and Papers

Android Hacker’s Handbook

Smartphone Secure Development Guidelines

https://mulliner.org/collin/#techreports
Goals for this Talk

- Understand Android’s SafetyNet Attestation
  - How to implement and deploy

- SafetyNet Attestation
  - What can and can’t it do

- Attacks & Bypasses
  - Past, current, and future!

- Document SafetyNet Attestation, Google’s documentation not good enough.
  - This was the main idea for the talk!
Mobile Apps
Mobile Apps

- Apps communicate ...
Mobile Apps

- App communicates with its backend
Mobile Apps

- App communicates with its backend
- App works as expected → User & App-Maker happy (=$$$$$$)

Req: picture of an Android?

Result: 📱
Mobile Apps

- App communicates with its backend
- Attack! → User and/or App-Maker unhappy ($$$$$

Req: picture of an Android?

Result: 💘
Mobile App Security

- App is the gateway to the service
  - More so if mobile first or mobile only (and no public APIs)

- Data displayed & managed by app
  - User is allowed to see content in the app but isn’t allowed to copy it

Mobile App Security protects: Service, Revenue, Brand, User / Customer
Attacks

- **OS Modification**
  - Root device → break assumptions
    - (read private data, take screenshot, instrument app, ...)

- **App Modification**
  - Make app do “something” else

- **Network Traffic**
  - Modify request / response (mostly solved with TLS and cert-pinning)
Rooting

- Re-Gain full control over device
  - Just one step towards attacking apps

- Access any resource
  - Take screenshot, debug any app, instrument process

- Read / Write any file
  - Read private app data

- Modify OS and software framework
  - API returns different result

*Highly dependent on Android version due to SELinux (longer discussion…)*
App Security the old Days

- Rooting checks
  - access("/system/xbin/su", F_OK)
  - com.chainfire.supersu installed?

- Check for instrumentation tools
  - Xposed installed ?

- Emulator detection
  - if (getDeviceId() == 0) ....
Hard Coded Checks

- **Developer, easy to:**
  - Understand
  - Implement
  - Deploy (app doesn’t start or tells backend to deny access)

- **Attacker, easy to:**
  - Understand
  - Circumvent (remove check from app, rename file, ...)
  - (Ab)use app
Modern Mobile App Security

- Run checks by collecting data on the client but enforce on the backend

- Attacker can’t just patch out checks but has to fake data
  - Much more work and uncertainty about what is used for check

- This is what SafetyNet Attestation does!
Android becomes more Secure

- Secure Boot
  - Trust Anchor for the rest of the platform
- Way way more SELinux restrictions
  - Stronger sandbox

- Google builds platform security service: SafetyNet
  - Provide basic security features needed by many apps
Android’s SafetyNet

● SafetyNet is the brandname for security services on Android
  ○ Verified Apps, check for installed PHAs, Attestation, captcha service

● Designed to be run on any Android device (with Google Play)
  ○ Part of Google Play Services... independent from device manufacturer

● SafetyNet Attestation → remote device and app attestation
Google Apps & SafetyNet Attestation

- Google makes heavy use of Attestation for their own services
  - They can’t control other device manufacturers
  - Needed a way to determine security of a device
  - Method for fast reaction without waiting for software update (OS patches take even longer)
SafetyNet Attestation

- Remote Attestation of the **device** and the **app**
  - What every app used to implement themselves

- Part of Google Play Services
  - Independent of manufacturer, present on every Google Play enabled device
  - Dynamic code downloaded for attestation (without update of PlayServices)
    - Reference: https://koz.io/inside-safetynet

- Just call an API to validate app and device are benign
SafetyNet Attestation: just call an API, right???

- Docs: [https://developer.android.com/training/safetynet/attestation.html](https://developer.android.com/training/safetynet/attestation.html)
  - Not very detailed, even less so when I started working on SafetyNet stuff 1.5 years ago

### SafetyNet Attestation API

The SafetyNet Attestation API helps you assess the security and compatibility of the Android environments in which your apps run. You can use this API to analyze devices that have installed your app.

SafetyNet examines software and hardware information on the device where your app is installed to create a profile of that device. The service then attempts to find this same profile within a list of device models that have passed Android compatibility testing. The API also uses this software and hardware information to help you assess the basic integrity of the device, as well as the APK information of the calling app. This attestation helps you to determine whether or not the particular device has been tampered with or otherwise modified. It also provides information about the app that is using this API so that you can assess whether the calling app is legitimate.

The goal of this API is to provide you with confidence about the integrity of a device running your app. You can then obtain additional signals using the standard Android APIs. You should use the SafetyNet Attestation API as an additional in-depth defense signal as part of an anti-abuse system, not as the sole anti-abuse signal for your app.

**Note:** This API isn't designed for DRM-like checks, and the API doesn't provide signals for particular app use cases, such as GPS emulation status or screen lock status.
SafetyNet Attestation: just call an API, right???

- Docs: [https://developer.android.com/training/safetynet/attestation.html](https://developer.android.com/training/safetynet/attestation.html)
  - Not very detailed, even less so when I started working on SafetyNet stuff 1,5 years ago

**SafetyNet Attestation API**

The SafetyNet Attestation API helps you assess the security and compatibility of the Android environments in which your apps run. You can use this API to analyze devices that have installed your app.

Their documentation is getting better over time!
Some details are kind of hidden and you have to read very carefully.

**Disclaimer:**
I don’t really remember what the docs looked like 1,5 years ago.

The goal of this API is to provide you with confidence about the integrity of a device running your app. You can then obtain additional signals using the standard Android APIs. You should use the SafetyNet Attestation API as an additional in-depth defense signal as part of an anti-abuse system, not as the sole anti-abuse signal for your app.

**Note:** This API isn't designed for DRM-like checks, and the API doesn't provide signals for particular app use cases, such as GPS emulation status or screen lock status.
Running the Attestation

Official example uses a callback...

This example makes a synchronous call:

```java
protected ConnectionResult connectGoogleApiClient() {
    mGoogleApiClient = new GoogleApiClient.Builder(mContext)
        .addApi(SafetyNet.API).build();

    return mGoogleApiClient.blockingConnect(10, TimeUnit.SECONDS);
}

public SafetyNetApi.AttestationResult attestation(byte[] nonce) {
        SafetyNetApi.attest(mGoogleApiClient, nonce);

    return res.await(60, TimeUnit.SECONDS);
}
```

*Note: this is example does NOT use an API Key, the API Key prevents rate limiting.*
SafetyNet Attestation: Overview
SafetyNet Attestation: Call Chain
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SafetyNet Attestation: Request Attestation
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SafetyNet and the Nonce

Nonce → number used once

- **Prevent replay and reuse of attestation result**
  - Also sharing between users/devices...
- Nonce needs to be unique (used once!)
- Derive from account information or transaction information
SafetyNet Attestation Overview: Request Attestation

This is what every app used to implement for themselves
SafetyNet Attestation: Forward Data
SafetyNet Attestation: Attest Device & App

Google Play

Analyze Data
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SafetyNet Attestation: Deliver Result
SafetyNet Attestation: Deliver Result

Google Play

App

App Backend

Response is protected with a cryptographic signature
SafetyNet Attestation: Validate Attestation
Attestation Result

Format: JSON Web Signature (JWS)

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.

bZJj8fZeWuByLg4u34S4Kr0wMsCQqJuLpvGjnGhzFKmSPzT2H

Ie5-Ge4CkOeHC1ilw76aWRyb7rh4GAchqs-_QDQucFTbZFpfK4q7-pDLgCtYiqgsiv8959lllooP8sHxRMd-d99rckkekUnGCdqbM8xyNmkgc8A
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Attestation Signature Validation

Google has a sig check API - this is only for dev purposes only!

Verify the compatibility check response

You should take steps to make sure that the compatibility check response actually came from the SafetyNet service and includes data that matches your request data.

Caution: You should send the entire JWS response to your own server, using a secure connection, for verification. We don't recommend that you perform the verification directly in your app because, in that case, there is no guarantee that the verification logic itself hasn't been modified.

Follow these steps to verify the origin of the JWS message:

1. Extract the SSL certificate chain from the JWS message.

2. Validate the SSL certificate chain and use SSL hostname matching to verify that the leaf certificate was issued to the hostname attest.android.com.

3. Use the certificate to verify the signature of the JWS message.

4. Check the data of the JWS message to make sure it matches the data within your original request. In particular, make sure that the nonce, timestamp, package name, and the SHA-256 hashes match.
Attestation Data

{"extension":"CQzq39pKPKAo",
"ctsProfileMatch":true,
"apkPackageName":"org.mulliner.labs.selfaware",
"apkDigestSha256":"p3wl5Y07Ecxvb0CzVCLXW2L3nj\/TPzK0mIX3CA1QTM8=",
"nonce":"4yAtXmJkJUNFtfPk2NPNW6Q==",
"apkCertificateDigestSha256":["IadGdZbBzGUP17YxtlQi61Y+HSGv8i3ec4m6DV1zh0g="],
"timestampMs":1471972187275,
"basicIntegrity":true}
Possible attestation results

The JWS message contains two fields that indicate the attestation check result: "ctsProfileMatch" and "basicIntegrity". The status of the device running your app determines the value for each field, as shown in Table 1:

Table 1. How device status affects the values of "basicIntegrity" and "ctsProfileMatch"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Status</th>
<th>Value of 'ctsProfileMatch'</th>
<th>Value of 'basicIntegrity'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Certified, genuine device that passes CTS</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified device with unlocked bootloader</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genuine but uncertified device, such as when the manufacturer doesn't apply for certification</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device with custom ROM (not rooted)</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulator</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No device (protocol emulator script)</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signs of system integrity compromise, such as rooting</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signs of other active attacks, such as API hooking</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Demo App

Device is Google compliant (CTS = true)

Not Rooted (basicIntegrity = true)

AppIntegrity (APK/ApkCert digest match)
Errors...

Error cases

The JWS message can also show several types of error conditions:

- A **null** result indicates that the call to the service didn't complete successfully.

- An "**error**" field indicates that an issue occurred, such as a network error or an error that an attacker feigned. Most errors are transient and should be absent if you retry the call to the service. You may want to retry a few more times with increasing delays between each retry. Keep in mind, however, that if you trigger more than 5 calls per minute, you could exceed the rate limit, which causes the remaining requests during that minute to return an error automatically.

  **Note:** If an error occurs, the result cannot represent a passed test, as an attacker might intentionally trigger such an error.
Error (no example for this in their docs)

{"extension":"CYOMUXN1YUXN"},

"Error":"internal_error",

"apkCertificateDigestSha256":[]}

This means the API works but the attestation failed to run!

Just a side note in their documentation!
Untrusted Device / Can’t determine calling APK?

{"extension":"CaOav6U9qRO1","ctsProfileMatch":false,"nonce":"Ehq+1HB3KyRWAT8zv\/vDmw==","apkCertificateDigestSha256":[],"timestampMs":1471950172731,"basicIntegrity":false}

No actual example in their docs!

The package name and APK digests are missing!

Again this is a side note in their documentation.
That’s how SafetyNet Attestation works!

- YOUR App’s backend requests attestation
- YOUR App initiates attestation
- PlayServices attests
- YOUR App’s backend validates the attestation → grant/deny access

You wish, there is more!
Attestation: just an API Call away!?

- **All API calls can and WILL fail in the wild!**
  - Solution: report failure codes to your backend (only you can decide what to do)

- **Connection to GoogleApiClient fails**
  - General connection error → retry
  - Error code 2 → Google PlayServices doesn’t support SafetyNet → UPDATE PlayServices

- **SafetyNet attest() call fails**
  - Nonce too short (SHOULD NOT HAPPEN TO YOU)
  - Rate limited (add API_KEY + request bigger quota)
  - **Generic error** → this will happen to you
PlayServices too old

Android 4.4 no SecureBoot!
API Failures...

- **Start with retrying everything** (generic errors and network errors!)
  - Be a good citizen and use exponential backoff!

- **attest()**
  - Inspect attestation result on the client to determine if JSON error field is present
    - base64 decode → parse json → error field present?
      - YES → retry

- If everything fails report to your backend … app specific behavior :-(
  - Have a plan for handling this otherwise I’ll just “report an error and bypass your check”
Howto: App/APK Integrity

apkDigestSha256 and apkCertificateDigestSha256

- SHA-256 of your APK and the Certificate you signed your APK with

Easy mode:

- **APK Certificate Digest** is always the same (always signed with same cert)
  - Can hard code into your backend (you only have one data point)

If you have this you have APK integrity!
Howto: App/APK Integrity

apkDigestSha256

Advanced mode:

● Collect all APK Digests and compare against database

Features:

● Your devs can sign apps but don’t control APK digest database → you control what versions are allowed to speak to your backend
● Revoke APK versions by digest

WARNING: Need to have total control over your release process!
Implementation & Deployment Summary

Client

- Check error conditions and retry, report failure codes to backend

Backend

- Validate signature and attestation data
- Check all fields including timestamp and nonce

Make decision for failures that prevent attestation to happen (important!!!)

- Ask user to update PlayServices, have whitelisting mechanism for customers
Can we Trust SafetyNet Attestation?

I wanted to know how far we can trust this system

- Limitations (e.g. Android versions)
- Attacks & Bypasses

You really want to know how well your security system works!
SafetyNet vs. Android Versions

● Android 4 - Android 5
  ○ Can’t detect boot state (secure vs insecure)
  ○ roots/attacks that require an unlocked bootloader work
    ■ With limitations…

● Android 6 and up
  ○ Detect boot state and fail CTS on in-secure boot!
Android 4

- No dm-Verity → root can remount and write files in /system

- SafetyNet Attestation inspects filesystem not running processes
  - Temp. move files such as “su” is enough to bypass it
    - Move /system/xbin/su to /data/local/tmp, run app (pass attest), restore su
Boot Loader Unlocked

Nexus 5x with Android 6

Note the advice field:

LOCK_BOOTLOADER
SuHide and Magisk

● SuHide was the first attempt to hide root from SafetyNet

● Magisk is the modern root that will bypass SafetyNet
  ○ Unlocked bootloader, selinux policy patch → all this is hidden
  ○ https://github.com/topjohnwu/Magisk

● Basically rootkit for Android
  ○ Need custom detections for those!
  ○ Google plays Cat'n Mouse with those
Attacking App Integrity

- So far all attacks target device integrity (CTS and basicIntegrity)
- Nobody looked at App integrity…

Let’s look at app integrity!

- **Goal is modify app without triggering SafetyNet Attestation**
  - APK + Cert Digest!
- **Enables:**
  - Modify app behavior
    - Remove TLS Cert-pinning (modify traffic)
    - ...

SafetyNet’s App Integrity Checks

apkDigestSha256 and apkCertificateDigestSha256

- Calculated on the APK file on disk

Android doesn’t execute the APK

- APK contains DEX files
- Until Android 4 DEX files are converted into ODEX (optimized byte code)
- Android 4.4/5 and later DEX files are compiled into native code

This can be attacked!

(Hiding behind ART by Paul Sabanal 2014 - rootkit via odex modification)
Running Code on Android

Android 4.4 and 5

- APK: /data/app/sa.apk
- Data: /data/data/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware/
- Code: /data/dalvik-cache/data@app@org.mulliner.labs.selfaware-1.apk@classes.dex
  - Owned by system

Android 6 and later

- APK: /data/app/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware-1/base.apk
- Data: /data/app/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware-1/
- Code: /data/app/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware-1/oat/ARM/base.odex ← native code
  - Owned by system and writable by installd
Running Code on Android

Android 4.4 and 5

- APK: /data/app/sa.apk
- Data: /data/data/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware/
- Code: /data/dalvik-cache/data@app@org.mulliner.labs.selfaware-1.apk@classes.dex
  - Owned by system

Android 6 and later

- APK: /data/app/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware-1/base.apk
- Data: /data/app/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware-1/
- Code: /data/app/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware-1/oat/ARM/base.odex ← native code
  - Owned by system and writable by installd

App can’t read its own code on the disk. Zygote loads it into memory.
ODEX Code Modification Attack: Overview (Generic)

- **Actual code modification**
  - Use apktool to unpack; MODIFY SMALI CODE; apktool to build APK; jarsigner to sign
    - Modified APK with wrong signature (but signature is not part of the ODEX file)

- **Compile DEX code to ART code**
  - Dex2oat --dex-file=sa.apk --oat-file=sa.odex
    - ODEX file based on modified APK

- **Prevent the Android VM from re-compiling (aka patching the CRC32)**
  - ODEX file contains CRC32 of DEX files it was generated from
  - Patch CRC32 in ODEX file to match the DEX code from the original DEX files in original APK
    - Made a tool for this!!!
Attacking ODEX files: all Android Versions

- Need to write ODEX files
  - Root device... any way to write those files will enable this attack!

- Overwrite ODEX files in dalvik cache
  - Android 4.4 /data/dalivk-cache
  - Android 6+ /data/app/APPNAME/oat/ARCH/base.odex

- Stop and start app → WIN
  - Tested on bunch of 4.4 and 6 devices

- Modification persists across reboots
  - Remove root (unroot)
Attacking ODEX files: all Android Versions

- Need to write ODEX files
  - Root device… any way to write those files will enable this attack!

- Overwrite ODEX files in dalvik cache
  - Android 4.4 /data/dalvik-cache
  - Android 6+ /data/app/APPNAME/oat/ARCH/base.odex

- Stop and start app → WIN
  - Tested on bunch of 4.4 and 6 devices

- Modification persists across reboots
  - Remove root (unroot)

SafetyNet AppIntegrity is bypassed as checks are run on the APK!
Attacking ODEX files **without** Root (Android 6)

Goal: overwrite `/data/app/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware/oat/arm/base.odex`

Who can write?

- Users: system and installd (basically: installd and zygote)
Atacking ODEX files **without** Root (Android 6)

**Goal:** overwrite `/data/app/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware/oat/arm/base.odex`

**Who can write?**

- Users: system and installd (basically: installd and zygote)

**Who else can write?**

- Kernel → **dirtycow** (CVE-2016-5195)
  - Linux kernel bug that ultimately allowed writing ANY file that you can read
ODEX file Attack via Dirtycow

Same exact procedure as before!

File size is the only issue (dirtycow can’t write past file boundary, not append!)

- Patching the APK might add code
  - Remove code? → No!

Dex2Oat optimizes native code for the specific CPU
“--instruction-set=arm --instruction-set-variant=cortex-a53”

- Trick: just don’t optimize the OAT file to make it small!
  - I just run: dex2oat --dex-file=bad.apk --oat-file=patched.odex
DEMO: ODEX file Attack using Dirtycow

BLU device with Android 6 (also tested on Nexus 5x with Android 6)

- Works on every Android device with a kernel that is vulnerable to dirtycow
  - Should be plenty of Android devices

Overwrite the odex file via:

```
dirtycow base.odex /data/app/org.mulliner.labs.selfaware/oat/arm/base.odex```

Remember: no root required!
Attack Impact

Limited to Android devices that are still vulnerable to dirtycow

- Likely many (I don’t have numbers)

Attack obviously goes bejoined SafetyNet Attestation

- Android 7 devices will not be vulnerable since dirtycow patch is required!

Notified Google over a year ago (about the generic attack), was told this is known!

CopperheadOS - hardened Android clone (www.copperhead.co)

- Mitigates by re-compiling apps before each start (can be slow)
Some Observations...
SafetyNet Attestation improves over Time

basicIntegrity (added ca. July 2016)

advice (added ca. May 2017)

Discovered new element "basicIntegrity: true/false" in Android's SafetyNet Attestation. Need to investigate what this indicates. #android
SafetyNet Attestation “Outage”

- Attestation is based on CTS data
  - CTS is run by manufacturers (including Google) for each OS release and patch

- Missing or false data → Attestation believes device is modified

- Google broke Attestation briefly for Nexus devices
  - I found Attestation was broken for YotaPhone with a specific security update (~1 year ago)

[Update: It's back] Google pulls March security update for Nexus 6, after it breaks SafetyNet and Android Pay
Google’s Cat’n Mouse with the Rooting Community

● Google improves Attestation all the time

● Detect and lock out new rooting methods and tools
  ○ To protect their own apps such as AndroidPay

● Google improves the security of your app if you use SafetyNet
  ○ You don’t have to do anything in addition!
SafetyNet Attestation is Free

- It can go down, no SLA

- It can rate limit, if over capacity

- It is FREE
  - Compare to 3rd party services that you have to pay for!
SafetyNet Attestation vs APK repackaging Malware

Malware commonly repackages Android apps

- Add malicious functionally while keeping the actual app running

AppIntegrity kills repacking because:

- PackageName change detected on backend (also make sure to check it)
- PackageName not changed → APK digest will change

Make sure to embed attestation result in protocol between your app and backend

- Prevent app from working if attestation fails (e.g., fail login)
Summary & Conclusions

SafetyNet Attestation is an essential platform security service on Android: USE IT!

- Implementation is relatively easy, I hope this talk helps!

Bypasses exist but depend on number of conditions

- The majority of apps will benefit!

It will only get better over time!

- Google is constantly improving the platform and thus SafetyNet Attestation
Questions?

Slides and material will be available soonish:

- https://www.mulliner.org/android

Checkout my blog:

- https://www.mulliner.org/blog
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Further reading (nice attack that uses ODEX patching):

https://www.fireeye.com/blog/threat-research/2017/05/gaining-root-on-lenovo-vibe.html